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SUMMARY 
The results of force tests of two series of lifting bodies in the 
Langley ll-inch hypersonic tunnel at a Mach number of 6.86 and Reynolds 
numbers from 1.9 x 106 to 2.6 x 106 based on body length are presented 
and compared with theory . One series, which consisted of 100 cone cyl-
inders, was tested to investigate the effects of variations in afterbody 
length on the maximum lift-drag ratio and lift coefficient . The other 
series, which consisted of drooped-nose, flat - bottomed bodies with 
D-shaped cross sections , was tested to investigate the effects of fine -
ness ratio, nose shape , and aspect ratio on the maximum lift- drag ratio 
(L/D)max and on the lift coefficient of D-bodies. 
The results obtained by varying the afterbody length of the 100 cone 
cylinder from 4 to 8 diameters showed that a maximum value of (L/D)max 
occurred at 6 diameters and that the lift coefficient at (L/D)max 
decreased as the afterbody length increased . 
Drooped-nose , flat -bottomed, D-shaped bodies were found to have 
higher values of (L/D) max and lift coefficient at (L/D)max than 100 
cone cylinders of the same fineness ratio. Further increases in (L/D)max 
were obtained by modifications of the D- body nose shape and plan form . 
The predictions of a combination theory give reasonably good agree -
ment with all the experimental aerodynamic characteristics for the 
100 cone cylinders especially at high angles of attack. The Newtonian 
impact theory gives a similar agreement for the flat - bottomed D-bodies. 
The cross-flow theory accurately predicts the experimental lift coeffi-
cients of the 100 cone cylinders at all but the high angles of attack 
but underestimates both drag and pitching-moment coefficients. The cross -
flow theory predicts that the center-of-pressure locations on the 100 cone 
cylinders are upstream of the experimental locations . 
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INTRODUCTION 
At hypersonic speeds, relatively blunt bodies have lift coefficients 
(based on plan- form area) which approach those for wings (see ref. 1); 
consequently, for a missile configuration a large portion of the lift 
can be obtained from the body of the missile. The maximum lift-drag 
ratios of the bodies of reference 1, however, are about half those for 
the wings . Methods of increasing the maximum lift-drag ratios of hyper -
sonic bodi es have been indicated in references 1, 2, and 3. Reference 2 
showed that a large increase in the maximum lift- drag ratio of a 200 cone 
cylinder could be obtained by increasing the afterbody length from 
o to 4 diameters. The use of flat-bottomed bodies , as proposed by sanger 
in reference 3 and as indicated experimentally in reference 1, provides 
another possible means of increasing the maximum lift-drag ratio . 
This paper presents the results of an investigation conducted in 
the Langley II- inch hypersonic tunnel to evaluate methods of increasing 
maximum lift- drag ratio. One series of lifting bodies consisted of 
100 cone cylinders with afterbody lengths of 4, 6, and 8 diameters. The 
other series consisted of three drooped-nose, flat - bottomed bodies with 
D-shaped cross sections subsequently referred to as D-bodies. D-body I, 
which had a drooped 100 conical upper nose surface , was tested with after-
body lengths of 4 and 6 diameters. D-body 2, which had a drooped cylin-
drical upper nose surface, was investigated in an attempt to obtain a 
lower drag coefficient than that for D-body 1 at the angle of attack for 
maximum lift- drag ratio. D- body 3 which is similar to, but twice the 
width of D-body 2 , was tested to determine the effect of a change in the 
aspect ratio of the D-body. 
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SYMBOLS 
angle of attack 
cone half- apex angle 
effective cone half- apex angle 
boundary-layer displacement thickness 
base diameter of cone-cylinder body and diameter of circle 
inscribed in D-shaped cross section of base of D-bodies 1 
and 2 
radius of base, cone-cylinder body 
, 
I 
_J 
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lcone 
L 
D 
(CDmin)b 
M 
length of cone 
length of model 
model base area 
model plan-form area 
model surface area 
lift 
drag 
lift coefficient referred to plan-form area, L/qSp 
dTag coefficient referred to plan-form area, D/qSp 
drag coefficient referred to base area for zero angle of 
attack, D/qSb 
minimum drag coefficient based on plan-form area 
minimum drag coefficient based on base area 
skin-friction drag 
skin-friction-drag coefficient, Df/qSP 
average skin-friction coefficient, DfiqSs 
pitching-moment coefficient (moments taken about nose of 
model), Pitching momentiqSpL 
center-of-pressure location in body lengths from nose 
lift-drag ratio 
maximum lift-drag ratio 
Mach number 
---- --- --- ---
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TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Tunnel 
The tests were conducted in the Langley ll-inch hy¥er sonic tunne l 
a t a Mach number of 6 . 86 . A description and calibr ation of the single-
expansion, two- dimens iona l nozzle used in these tests is given in refer-
ence 4. 
The stagnation pressure was maintained at about 25 atmospheres and 
the stagnation temperature was about 7000 F. This high stagnation temper-
ature is used to avoid liquefact ion of the air in the nozzle. With these 
conditions , it is poss ible to maintain flow at a Mach number of about 
6 .9 in the test r egi on for s lightly more than 1 minute. However, warpage 
of the thin s lit -like minimum of the nozzle due to high thermal stresses 
at this section causes a small but significant variation in Mach number 
with time . Therefore, data were recorded at a particular time , corre-
sponding to M = 6 .86, during each operation of this blowdown tunnel . 
These test conditions correspond to a test Reynolds number of 250,000 per 
inch . 
Models 
The basic dimens i ons of the lifting-body models are shown in f ig-
ure 1. A photograph of four of the models is shown in figure 2. The 
original 100 cone cylinder had an afterbody 8 diameters in length which 
was shortened for subsequent tests to 6 and then 4 diameters. D-body 1 
has a drooped 100 conical upper nose surface, flat sides , a flat bottom, 
and a cylindrical afterbody with a D-shaped cross section which is a 
semicircle surmounted on a r ectangle whose height i s half the width . 
This cross section was chosen by considering the small est flat - bottomed 
D-body which could accommodat e a cylindrical fuel tank with a diameter 
equal to that of the 100 cone cylinder. The origina l D-body 1 had an 
afterbody 6 diamet ers in length which was shortened to a length of 
4 diameters for subsequent tests. (The diameter i s defined for the 
circle inscribed in the D-shaped cross section .) 
D-body 2 consists of a 6-diameter D-shaped afterbody with a modi -
f ied nose section. The shape of this modified nose corresponds to a 
length of D- shaped cylinder inclined at an angle of 100 to the flat 
bottom of the body. The upper- surface elements of the nose are then 
parallel to t he flow when the angle of attack is 100 • 
D-body 3 i s similar to D-body 2 but is twice the width of D-body 2; 
the wi dth was increased by including a wedge-slab- shaped portion along 
the longitudina l center line of the body as shown in figure 1. This 
modification resulted in an aspect ratio of 0.175 compared to 0.090 for 
D-body 2. 
--- - - - - -
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The cylindrical portions of the 100 cone cylinder and D- body 1 were 
bored out and supplied with a removable internal plug-rod adaptor (shown 
in the detailed drawing of the 100 cone cylinder in fig. l(a)) in order 
to facilitate the use of either internal or external strain-gage force 
balances . 
A cylindrical unshielded force - balance extension (see fig. 1) was 
used in the tests of the 100 cone cylinder and D body 1 on the more 
sensitive normal- force--chord- force balance (to be described later) • 
This extension provided a point at which the balance could be restrained 
during the interchange of models as a precaution against overloading 
the balance beams . This precaution was subsequently found to be unnec-
essary; t herefore , the balance extension was not used for the tests of 
D-bodies 2 and 3. Since the balance extension was not mechanically 
shielded from the flow, check tests were made on D-body 1 without the 
balance extension and the results of these check tests agreed within the 
accuracy of the data with the previous data ( taken with the use of the 
balance extension) . This agreement probably occurred because the balance 
extension in conjunction with the normal- force --chord- force balance was 
used only at small angles of attack so that the balance extension was 
shielded in the wake of the model . 
Tests 
The aerodynamic forces and moments were measured through an angle-
of-attack range from 0 to 250 by means of two strain- gage force balances 
with different sensitivities which were utilized over separate portions 
of the angle- of-attack range to maintain greater accuracy throughout the 
test range . For the angles of attack from 00 to 100 , normal and chord 
forces were measured on an external, sting- mounted, force balance with 
a capacity of 5 pounds of normal force and 1 pound of chord force . This 
balance is illustrated in figure 3 of reference 5. For the angle - of-
attack range above 100 , lift and drag forces were measured on another 
external sting-mounted force balance which has capacity loads of 20 pounds 
of lift and 10 pounds of drag . This balance is shown in figure 2 of 
reference 5. Pitching moment was measured by means of an internal sting-
mounted balance with a capacity of 6 inch- pounds shown in figure 3. 
Limitations in the movement of the pitch-balance sting support restricted 
the upper limit of the angle- of- attack range to about 200 for the 
pitching- moment tests . Schlieren pictures of the models were taken 
during each tunnel operation and these pictures were used to measure the 
"run" angles of attack with the aid of an optical comparator . 
Model base pressures were measured by means of an orifice located 
at the nose of the shield of the normal- force --chord- force balance. The 
base pressures were used to estimate the base drags and then the body 
drags measured by the force tests were corr ected to the condition of 
~------------------ ---- ------~--~ -- ---- - - ~-. --.~---
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free- stream pressure acting on the base of the models. The base-pressure 
measurements were restricted to the angle-of-attack range from 00 to 100 
since this was the operating range for the normal-force--chord-force , 
balance. The estimated values of the base drags above 100 angle of attack 
were very small compared to the forebody drags; in fact, above 150 angle 
of attack no correction was made for base drag. 
Accuracy of the Data 
The important sources of error in the test data arise from measure-
ments of Mach number, pressures , aerodynamic forces, and angles of attack. 
Upon consideration of these sources of error it is estimated that the 
probable maximum errors in the force coefficients, taken as averages for 
all the test models , vary from about ±5 percent at very small angles of 
attack to about ±2 percent at medium and high angles of attack. The 
angles of attack are accurate to within ±O.lo. 
THEORETICAL METHODS 
Pressures on 100 Cone Cylinder 
The theoretical analysis for the 100 cone cylinder was performed 
by two methods . The fir st method was a combination of cone and Newtonian 
impact theory. The second method was cross-flow theory. 
Combination of cone and Newtonian impact theories.- No s ingle ,theory 
predicts accurately the forces on 100 cone cylinders at angles of attack 
in hypersonic flow. Examination of available theoretical work , however , 
has led to a method which gives reasonable results. In this method, cone 
and Newtonian impact theories are applied to the various portions of the 
angle- of- attack range according to the applicability of these theories. 
At zero angle of attack, only the pressures on the cone need be 
considered and an initial solution for the nonviscous forces was obtained 
from the tabulated results of reference 6 which have been calculated from 
the exact relations of Taylor and Maccoll (ref. 7). An iterated solution 
for the cone at a = 00 was obtained from reference 6 by use of an effec-
tive cone angle which . takes account of the displacement of the potential 
flow by the boundary layer. This effective cone angle will be discussed 
further under the heading "Skin-Friction Drag." 
For small angles of attack (00 to 50) the forces on the cone were 
obtained from the tabulated coefficients for inclined cones presented 
in reference 8 which have been calculated by the second-order theory of 
Stone (ref . 9) . The forces on the cylinder were determined separately 
'--
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by means of the Newtonian impact theory according to reference 10 for 
the case where centrifugal forces are neglected. The application of the 
impact theory was simplified by assuming that free - stream pressure existed 
on the leeward side of the cylinder. As long as this assumed pressure is 
taken as free stream or less, i ts magnitude will be small in comparison 
to the pressures on the windward side of the body at the test Mach number . 
For the larger angles of attack (~> 50), the theoretical nonviscous 
forces were found by applying Newtonian impact theory to the entire 
configuration. 
This analysis of the nonviscous air forces on the 100 cone cylinder 
using a combination of theories depending on the angle-of-attack range 
will be referred to as the combi nation theory in the remainder of this 
paper. 
The results of the cone theory, which was used as a part of the 
combination theory, were compared with the results of linearized cone 
theory obtained by use of reference 11 . For zero angle of attack the 
results from linearized theory were identical to those from the exact 
method (ref . 6) . For small angles of attack the results of the linearized 
theory gave poor agreement with those for inclined cones presented in 
reference 8, a result which was expected since the cone half- apex angle 
is nearly as great as the Mach angle of the flow at Mach number 6.86. 
Cross - flow theory .- The theoretical forces on the 100 cone cylinder 
were also calculated by Allen's cross - flow theory (see ref. 12). This 
solution considers viscous cross - flow effects as well as potential pres -
sure forces and requires a determination of drag at zero lift . Wherever 
the cross - flow theory is presented in this paper, the theoretical values 
include the measured drag at zero lift . The application of this theory 
throughout the angle -of- attack range of these tests required the use of 
a correl at i on of cross - drag coefficient with cross Mach number as pre-
sented in r eferences 13 or 14 . 
Pressures on D-Body 
The nonviscous forces on the D-bodies were calculated with the aid 
of the gener al method for the application of the Newtonian impact theory 
presented in reference 15 . I n the application of the theory, the cen-
trifugal for ces were neglected and it was assumed that free - stream pres-
sure exi sts on the leeward side of the body . 
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Skin-Friction Drag 
The skin- friction drag for the lifting bodies at zero angle of attack 
was determined on the assumption that the boundary layer was laminar. 
This assumption was based on the appearance of the boundary layer on 
schlieren photographs of the bodies and recent unpublished boundary-layer 
velocity- profile measurements on a hollow cylindrical tube in the Langley 
ll- inch hypersonic tunnel at M = 6.9. On the schlieren photographs , 
the boundary layer appears to be sharply defined, which is an indication 
of the high- density gradients near the outer edge of a laminar boundary 
layer. Furthermore , there is no indication of transition of the boundary 
layer t rom laminar to turbulent . For the lifting bodies, however, these 
photographic evidences are not as conclusive as they would be for two-
dimensional bodies . Velocity- profile measurements on the hollow cylin-
drical tube indicated that boundary-layer transition occurred at ReynOlds 
numbers between 8 x 106 and 9 X 106, values which are much greater than 
the Reynolds numbers .of the lifting bodies (1.9 x 106 to 2 .6 x 106) . 
Three different methods (refs. 16, 17, and 18) which contain various 
degrees of simplification in their derivation and application were used 
to calculate the skin- friction drag for the 100 cone cylinders at zero 
angle of attack . 
In computing skin- friction drag at ~ = 00 for the D-bodies, the 
values for the 100 cone-cylinder bodies with corresponding lengths were 
multiplied by the r atio of the surface areas , that is 
(Ss)D-body 
Df - Df D-body - cone - cylinder (8 ) 
scone - cylinder 
The skin-friction drag determined for ~ = 00 was added to the nonviscous 
drag throughout the angle - of- attack r ange as an approximation to the vis-
cous drag at angles of attack . 
Application of the method of Von Karman and Tsien.- Von Karman and 
Tsien in reference 16 solved the boundary-layer momentum e quation for 
steady, compressible , laminar flow over a flat plate. For M = 6.86, 
reference 16 gives the flat- plate skin-friction coefficient for no heat 
transfer as Cf~ = 1 .05. The skin- friction-drag coefficient was then 
based on the body plan- form area . 
Application of the method of Bertram.- A more detailed computation 
of the boundary layer and skin friction on the 100 cone cylinder at 
~ = 00 was performed with the aid of reference 17 which contains 
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Bertram's solution of the compressible boundary-layer equations for 
steady flow over a flat plate with the assumption of a linear velocity 
profile. 
To compute the skin friction for the 100 cone, Mangler's transforma-
tion (ref. 19) was used to convert the flat-plate skin-friction equation 
of reference 17 to an e quivalent relation for a cone. An initial value 
of CDf was found by substituting the theoretical potential flow quan-
tities at the surface of a 100 cone (as obtained from ref. 6) into the 
transformed skin-friction equation. This initial result was iterated to 
determine the effect on the pressure and skin-friction drag caused by 
the displacement of the potential flow by the boundary layer in the fol-
lowing manner. First, the boundary-layer displacement thickness at the 
cone-cylinder juncture was calculated for the initial conditions by use 
of the displacement-thickness relation of reference 17 which was trans-
formed to the equivalent relation for a cone. This value of 5* was 
added to the radius at the base of the cone and this new radius was used 
to define an effective cone, that is, the variation of 5* along an 
element of the cone was assumed linear and the effective cone formed by 
the addition of the boundary-layer displacement thickness to the cone 
radius gives an effective half-cone angle, 
rb + 5* sec S 
Seff = tan-l ------------
lcone 
or for small angles, Seff = tan- l (rb + 5*\. The iterated value of 
lcone ) 
CDf was then obtained from the transformed skin-friction e quation by 
use of the theoretical potential flow quantities (obtained from ref. 6) 
at the surface of the effective cone. An iterated value of the theoreti-
cal nonviscous force on the cone was also obtained from reference 6 by 
use of the effective cone angle. 
The skin-friction drag on the cylindrical afterbody was found by a 
direct application of the flat-plate results of reference 17. To perform 
this calculation, three assumptions were made as follows: (1) an instan-
taneous two -dimensional expansion occurred at the cone-cylinder juncture; 
(2) the integrated boundary-layer momentum loss was assumed to be constant 
across this pressure drop, and (3) the Mach number variation along the 
surface of the cylinder was assumed small and taken to be zero. In the 
light of these assumptions, an equivalent length of flat plate was cal-
culated that would give the same int~grated momentum loss as that which 
was obtained from the cone boundary-layer calculation at the cone-cylinder 
juncture. The skin-friction drag on the cylinder was then determined by 
considering that the initial boundary-layer growth takes place over a 
cylinder of length equal to the equivalent flat plate. The calculation 
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was performed for two separate constant Mach numbers as prescribed by 
assumption 3 . The first Mach number was 7.25, the theoretical value 
immediately behind the sudden expansion, and the second was 6 .86, the 
free - stream Mach number . An average value of the skin- friction- drag 
coefficients for these two Mach numbers was considered a good approxi -
mation to the actual case in which the Mach number varies along the cyl-
inder asymptotically approaching the free-stream value. 
Application of the method of Rott and Crabtree .- The skin- friction-
drag equations of Rott and Crabtree (ref. 18) are somewhat more rigorous 
than those of r eference 17 . A fourth- order polynomial is used for the 
velocity profile ; however, the usual Pohlhausen parameters have been modi-
fied according to Thwaites (ref . 20) . In addition, the equations of ref-
erence 18 were applied with a theoretically more rigorous assumption as 
to the Mach number distribution along the cylinder , that is, the Mach 
number was assumed to vary parabolically from M = 7.25 at the cone-
cylinder juncture and to approach M = 6.86 asymptotically. This para-
bolic variation was extrapolated from a theoretical Mach number distri-
bution determined by the method of characteristics for a 100 cone-cylinder 
body of revolution at a Mach number of 7. The form of the Mach number 
distribution over the cylinder seems to make little difference in the 
resulting friction drag since reference 18 was also applied to the cyl-
inder with the assumption of a linear variation of Mach number with dis -
tance and then with the assumption of a constant Mach number over the 
cylinder with only about a 1 to 2 percent change in the skin-friction 
drag. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The aerodynamic coefficients presented in this paper are, in general, 
based on body plan-form area except where otherwise noted. 
The variation with angles of attack of the experimental force coef-
ficients , CL, CD' and LID for the 100 cone cylinders with afterbody 
lengths of 4, 6, and 8 diameters are presented in figure 4. For compari-
son with the experimental data, theoretical predictions of the force coef-
ficients are also presented in this figure. The solid curves represent 
the combination theory and the dashed curves represent the cross- flow 
theory, both described previously under the heading of "Theoretical 
Methods . " The theoretical skin- friction drag as found with the aid of 
reference 17 was included in the determination of the combination- theory 
drag coefficients. 
The variations with angle of attack of the experimental force coef-
ficients CL, CD , and LID for D-bodies 1, 2, and 3 are presented in 
,-----
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figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively . On the same figures the experimental 
data are compared with the results predicted by the Newtonian impact 
theory (ref. 15) . Theoretical skin-friction drag adapted from the appli-
cation of reference 17 to the 100 cone cylinders is included in the 
determination of the theoretical drag coefficients. 
Typical schlieren pictures of the lifting bodies at various angles 
of attack at M = 6.86 are shown in figure 8. 
The variations with afterbody length of the maximum lift- drag ratios 
and the lift and drag at the angle of attack at which (L/D)max occurs 
for the lifting bodies as taken from figures 4- 7 are presented in fig-
ure 9 . The maximum lift-drag ratios for the 200 cone cylinders of ref-
erence 2 are also included in figure 9 for comparison purposes . 
A comparison of the theoretical drag coefficients based on base 
area at zero angle of attack with the experimental values for the 100 cone 
cylinder over the range of afterbody lengths are presented in fig-
ure 10 . Both the theoretical inviscid and viscid parts of the drag are 
shown in this figure . 
The variations of the pitching- moment coefficients referred to the 
nose and the center- of- pressure locations in body lengths measured from 
the nose with angle of attack for the 100 cone cylinders and D- bodies 1 
are presented in figures 11 and 12 . Theoretical pitching moment and 
center- of- pressure locations predicted by Newtonian impact theory appear 
as solid curves in figures 11 and 12 and the cross - flow theory appears 
as dashed curves in figure 11 . 
DI SCUSSI ON OF RESULTS 
Lifting- Body Force Coefficients 
The experimental force coefficients CL and CD of the 100 cone 
cylinders ( fig . 4) are underestimated somewhat by the prediction of the 
combination theory at low angles of attack (00 ~ ~ ~ 50 ). These predic -
tions , however, are better than they would have been if the Newtonian 
theory had been applied to the whole configuration at low angles of 
attack . At higher angles of attack (~> 50) the results of Newtonian 
impact theory show good agreement with the experimental lift and drag 
coefficients . The cross - flow theory gives a good estimate of the lift 
coefficients of the 100 cone cylinders throughout most of the angle-of-
attack range but overestimates CL at high angles of attack . Cross -
flow- theory results underestimate the experimental drag coefficients at 
angles of attack . 
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The values of LID predicted by the combination theory agree with 
the exper i mental values of (LID) (fig. 4) at the small and large angles ' 
of attack but the experimental values of (L/D) max are overestimated by 
as much as 10 percent. The cross - flow-theory results agree with the 
experimenta l va lues of (LID) only at small angles of attack; the experi-
me~tal values of (L/D)max are overestimated by as much as 50 percent . 
The experimental force coefficients CL and en of the D- bodies 
(figs . 5, 6 , and 7 ) are underestimated somewhat by the Newtonian impact 
theory with better agreement occurring at the high angl es of attack . In 
the case of LID, the r esults of Newtonian impact theory overestimate 
the experimenta l data at low angles of attack with better agreement 
occurring at high angles of att ack . 
The varying degrees of agr eement between experiment and the Newtonian 
impact theory over the angle - of- attack range can be understood better 
with the aid of the schlier en pictures of the lifting bodies shown in 
figure 8 . The Newtonian impact theory assumes that the shock wave lies 
a l ong the windward surface of the body . As can be seen in figure 8 the 
shock waves are highly swept at M = 6 . 86 for all the lifting bodies 
and become mor e nearl y parallel to the body surfaces as the angle of 
attack i s increased, indicating that Newtonian impact theory and experi-
ment should agree more closely as the angl es of attack are increased. 
The lifting- body mini mum-drag-coefficient values are somewhat obscure 
in figures 4 to 7 ; ther efore, they are presented, based on body plan- form 
area, in the following table along with the mini mum drag coefficients 
based on base area and the angles of attack at which the values of CDmin 
occur • 
Afterbody Angle of attack Body l ength) diam . for CDmin, (CDmin) p (CDrnin)b deg 
100 cone cylinder 4 0 0.0072 0.063 
6 0 .0063 .071 
8 0 .0055 .077 
D-body 1 4 3 .0098 .075 
6 3 .0090 .089 
D-body 2 6 3·5 .0068 .085 
D-body 3 6 3·5 .0072 .087 
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It is seen from this table that CDmin based on body plan-form area 
decreases with increasing afterbody length while CDmin based on the 
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more usual reference area for bodies, base area, increases with increasing 
afterbody length. The values of CDmin based on either reference area 
are smaller for D-bodies 2 and 3 than for D-body 1 with the same after-
body length. 
Comparison of the Lifting-Body Force Coefficients at (L/D)max 
The variations with afterbody length of the maximum lift-drag ratios 
and the lift and drag at (L/D)max for the lifting bodies (fig. 9) shows 
that the values of (L/D)max for the 100 cone cylinder attained a maxi-
mum of 3.2 at an afterbody length of about 6 diameters. Both CL and 
CD at maximum lift-drag ratio decrease slightly with afterbody length. 
The dashed-line extrapolations of the variations of (L/D)max with 
afterbody length for the 200 cone-cylinder bodies of revolution of ref-
erence 2 and the 100 cone-cylinder bodies of revolution of this paper 
indicate that by decreasing the cone angle large increases in (L/D)max 
are obtained. 
The experimental variation of (L/D)max with afterbody length for 
D-body 1 shows about a 7-percent increase in (L/D)max as the afterbody 
is increased from 4 to 6 diameters. In every case tested, D-body 1 
exhibits higher values of (L/D)max as well as lift coefficients than 
any of the 100 cone cylinders. Therefore, for the fineness-ratio range 
tested, a D-body with the same fineness ratio as a 100 cone-cylinder 
body of revolution has significantly higher values of (L/D)max and 
lift coefficient at (L/D)max. These gains associated with D-body 1 
are obtained at the expense of higher minimum drags; for example, as 
shown in the preceding table, D-body 1 with the 6-diameter afterbody 
length has a minimum drag coefficient based on body plan-form area 
of 0.0090 compared to 0.0063 for the 100 cone cylinder of the same length. 
However; for missiles which are to operate near the angle of attack 
for (L/D)max, the minimum drags are not usually important. 
According to figure 9, D-body 2 shows an Il-percent increase in 
(L/D)max above that of the D-body 1 with the same afterbody length. 
This increase in (L/D)max resulted from the use of a modified nose 
whose upper surface is cylindrical and parallel to the free stream at 
a ~ 100 , the angle at which (L/D)max occurs for all the D-bodies. 
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D-body ) , which has a nose section similar to that of D-body 2 and 
is twice the width of D-body 2, shows a 10-percent increase in (L/D)max 
above that of D- body 2, a result that indicates the desirability of 
increasing the plan- form aspect ratio of flat-bottomed bodies. The com-
bination of alterations to the 100 cone cylinder, that is, flattening 
the bottom, modifying the nose shape, and increasing the aspect ratio 
results in D-body 3 having an (L/D)max which is 37 percent higher than 
the highest (L/D)max for the 100 cone cylinders. 
Preliminary evidence of the effect of aspect ratio on flat-bottomed 
bodies had been obtained from tests of several thin "plan-form" models 
in the Langley II- inch hypersonic tunnel. These plan-form models were 
designed with various aspect ratios and plan-form shapes similar to those 
of the D-bodies , but they were designed with thin wedge-shaped profiles 
II • " to. shleld the upper surfaces from the flow above about ~ = 30 • The 
results of these tests showed a trend of increasing (L/D)max with aspect 
ratio; however, the detailed results of these tests were not considered 
sufficiently accurate to be presented in this paper. 
Skin- Friction Drag 
The results of the theoretical calculations of skin-friction drag 
on the 100 cone cylinders are indicated in figure 10 which includes both 
the inviscid and viscid parts of the theoretical minimum drag. As shown 
in this figure, the experimental minimum drag coefficients based on base 
area for the 100 cone cylinders are underestimated by all of the theories; 
however, the results of the iterated theoretical viscid drag determined 
by references 6 and 17 give the best prediction of the experimental data. 
The iterated values of the skin-friction drag found by use of references 6 
and 17 were therefore used in the determination of the theroetical drag 
curves presented as combination theory in figure 4 and as Newtonian impact 
theory in figures 5 to 7. As indicated by the slope of the variation of 
the experimental drag coefficients with afterbody length and the dashed-
line extrapolation of these data, it appears that the theories used give 
a better prediction of the cone drag than of the cylinder drag. It is 
interesting to note that the iterated inviscid cone drag is almost 25 per-
cent greater than the initial estimate of the inviscid cone drag because 
of the distortion of the cone profile by the displacing effect of the 
boundary layer . This increase in the inviscid drag is not entirely 
reflected in the total theoretical drag because the skin-friction drag 
is somewhat lower for the distorted cone. 
Lifting- Body Stability Parameters 
The experimental variations of pitching-moment coefficient (moments 
taken about the nose) with angle of attack for the 100 cone cylinders 
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with the 4-, 6-, and 8-diameter afterbodies are given in figure 11. Most 
evident is the increasing rate of change of pitching moment with angle 
of attack; for example , Cmu at ~ = 200 is about five times C~ 
at ~ = 00 . This nonlinearity is predicted by the combination theory; 
however , this theory underestimates the experimental values for all 100 
cone cylinders at low angles of attack . Better agreement occurs as the 
angles of attack are increased. 
The center-of-pressure locations (in body lengths from the nose) 
for the 100 cone cylinders (fig . 11) show about a 5- to 10-percent move-
ment toward the rear of the bodies as the angle of attack is increased. 
This rearward variation in center of pressure with angle of attack is 
predicted by the combination theory and the agreement between experiment 
and the combination theory is good at high angles of attack. There is 
also a small movement of the center of pressure toward the nose of the 
100 cone cylinder with increasing afterbody length. This trend is pre-
dicted by both the combination and the cross-flow theory; however, the 
cross-flow theory predicts a more forward location of the center of pres-
sure throughout the angle-of-attack range. The experimental centers of 
pressure are located at about 50 percent of the body length for ~ = 80, 
the angle of attack at which (L/D)max occurs for the 100 cone cylinders. 
The experimental variations of Cm with ~ for D-bodies 1 given 
in figure 12 are also nonlinear; for example, C~ at ~ = 200 is 
about four times ~ at ~ = 0°. The Newtonian impact theory predicts 
this nonlinearity and gives good agreement with experiment at high angles 
of attack. At low angles of attack the theory underestimates the experi -
mental pitching-moment coefficients. The almost negligible change in 
experimental Cm with afterbody length for a particular angle of attack 
is predicted by the Newtonian impact theory. 
The center-of-pressure location on D-body 1 is about 60 percent of 
the body length from the nose for most of the angle-of-attack range as 
shown both experimentally and theoretically in figure 12. Between 00 
and 5°, however, there are large variations in center-of-pressure loca-
tion with ~; in fact, the experimental center-of-pressure variation 
with ~ becomes discontinuous at about 2.20 , the angle of attack for 
zero lift. This discontinuity is due to the unsymmetrical profile of 
the D-body. The Newtonian impact theory predicts the occurrence of this 
discontinuity at about ~ = 3.50 . This discrepancy is due to the inabil-
ity of the Newtonian theory to predict accurately the angle of zero lift. 
The variation in center-of-pressure location with afterbody length for 
a particular angle of attack is negligible as predicted by the theory . 
Since the variations of center-of-pressure location with ~ for 
both the 100 cone cylinders and D-body 1 are generally small, the 
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nonlinear variations of Cm with Q can be attributed to the nonlinear 
variations of CL and CD with Q . 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The primary results of the lifting-body tests at Mach number 6.86 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. The results obtained by varying the afterbody length of the 100 
cone cylinder from 4 to 8 diameters showed that a maximum value of the 
maximum lift -dr.ag ratio (L/D )max occurred at 6 diameters and that the 
lift coefficient at (L/D)max decreased as the afterbody length 
increased. 
2. Flat-bottomed D- shaped bodies with 100 drooped conical upper 
nose surfaces were found to have higher values of (L/D)max and lift 
coefficient at (L/D)max than 100 cone cylinders of the same fineness 
ratio. 
3 . The use of a D- body nose shape whose upper surface was cylindrical 
and parallel to the free-stream flow at (L/D)max resulted in improved 
lift and drag characteristics as compared to the drooped conical nose. 
Further improvement in the D-body (L/D)max and lift coefficient were 
obtained by increasing the aspect ratio of the plan form. 
4. The rate of change of pitching- moment coefficient with angle of 
attack increased with angle of attack but the pitching-moment coefficient 
did not vary appreciably with afterbody l ength at a given angle of attack 
for either the 100 cone cylinders or the drooped-conical-nose D-bodies. 
5. The center-of- pressure locations on the 100 cone cylinders move 
rearward about 5 to 10 percent with increasing angle of attack. The 
center-of-pressure location on the drooped-conical- nose D-body is independ-
ent of angle of attack Q above Q = 50; below Q = 50, there is a dis-
continuous variation in center- of- pressure location with angle of attack 
due to the unsymmetrical profile of the D-body. The center-of-pressure 
location does not vary appreciably with afterbody length for either the 
100 cone cylinders or the D-bodies. 
6 . The predictions of a combination theory give reasonably good 
agreement with all the experimental aerodynamic characteristics for t he 
100 cone cylinders especially at high angles of attack . The Newtonian 
impact theory gives a similar agreement for t he f lat-bottomed D-bodies . 
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The cross - flow theory accurately predicts the experimental lift coeffi-
cients of the 100 cone cylinders at all but the high angles of attack 
I but underestimates both drag and pitching-moment coefficients. The cross-
flow theory predicts that the center-of-pressure locations on the 100 cone 
cylinders are upstream of the experimental locations. 
7. The experimental minimum drag coefficients for the 100 cone 
cylinders are underestimated by the theoretical analysis. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory~ 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., March 2, 1954. 
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Figure 1 . - Basi c dimens i ons of the lifti ng bodies . All di mensions are 
in i nches . 
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Figure 2. - The lifting bodies appear from left to right as follows: 
100 cone cylinder with a 4- diameter afterbody, D-body 1 with a 
4- diameter afterbody, D- body 2 , and D- body 3 . 
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Figure 4.- Variation with angle of attack of CL , CD' and LID for a 
100 cone cylinder with afterbody lengths of 4, 6, and 8 diameters 
at M = 6.86 . 
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a. = 14.8° 
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(a ) 100 cone cylinder with a 4- diameter afterbody . 
Figure 8.- Typical schlieren pi ctures of the lifting bodies at various 
angl es of attack at M = 6.86 . 
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(b) D-body 1 with a 4- di ameter afterbody . 
Figure 8.- Concluded . 
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